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Working Group Documents

• OAuth 2.0 Assertion Profile
  – Type independent OAuth assertion requirements

• SAML 2.0 Bearer Assertion Profiles for OAuth 2.0
  – SAML 2.0 specific assertion requirements

• An IETF URN Sub-Namespace for OAuth
  – Defines urn:ietf:params:oauth URN sub-namespace
Status of Working Group Documents

- All stable
- All have implementations
- Next step seems to be working group last call
Known Open Issues

• “SAML Bearer Spec 09 - Refresh Clarification”
  – Refactor statement about not creating refresh tokens from SAML doc into Assertions doc (editorial)

• Any others?
Related Non-WG Documents

• JSON Web Token (JWT)
  – JSON security token format
  – Uses JOSE documents (JWS, JWE, JWA, JWK)

• JSON Web Token (JWT) Bearer Token Profiles for OAuth 2.0
  – JWT specific assertion requirements
Status of Related Non-WG Documents

• All stable
• All have implementations
• Next step seems to be adoption as WG items